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1Abstract— THz sources based on the optical-heterodyne 
(photo)mixing in an ultrafast photodetector are very promising 
since they operate at room temperature, are potentially 
compact, cost-efficient and, above all, are widely frequency-
tunable. However, their widespread use is currently hampered 
by available power levels in the µW range at THz frequencies. 
We present here a travelling wave structure, with millimeter 
level coherence length at THz frequencies opening the way to 
large active area (~4000 µm2) photomixing devices capable of 
handling optical pump power beyond 1 W well beyond the 
capabilities of standard lumped-element devices using small 
active areas (<50 µm2) needed to maintain a capacitance level 
(<10 fF) compatible with THz operation. It is based on a silicon 
nitride waveguide coupled to a membrane-supported low-
temperature-grown GaAs photoconductor embedded in a 
coplanar waveguide. Milliwatt power levels up to 1 THz and still 
above 1 µW up to 4 THz are expected according to the 
optoelectronics model of this device elaborated in this study. 
Experimentally, the frequency response of a 1-mm-long 
structure, measured up to 100 GHz by using the beatnote 
produced by two 780-nm-DFB lasers, shows clearly the expected 
travelling wave signature consisting in a 6-dB-decrease ending 
at ~50 GHz when the contribution of the backward travelling 
wave is fully cancelled, following by a constant level up to ~100 
GHz. The experimental demonstration of operation in the 
travelling wave regime is a first step towards the fulfillment of 
the original promises of this concept in terms of power level and 
frequency bandwidth. 
 

Index Terms— Photomixing, THz sources, Ultrafast 
photodetectors, Travelling Wave devices 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ne of the most promising monochromatic and widely 
tunable solid state THz sources operating at room 

temperature is based on the mixing  of two laser frequencies 
in an ultrafast photodetector  [1–4]. The spatial overlap of two 
slightly detuned optical laser beams produces a beatnote 
frequency located anywhere within the THz frequency band 
despite a negligible relative frequency sweep of the pump 
lasers. A photodetector, also called photomixer, illuminated 
by this two-frequencies laser beam, generates a THz 
photocurrent radiated in free space if coupled to a THz 
antenna. This technique is thus intrinsically wideband, 
limited by the photodetector electrical bandwidth, and is 
potentially compact when the optical pump power is provided 
by semiconductor laser diodes. THz photomixers are now key 
components of commercial THz spectroscopy systems  [5,6] 
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and have enabled the race to high data rate in THz wireless 
communications by bridging the gap between optical fiber 
and wireless communications technologies  [7]. However, 
despite the great research effort made last years, these sources 
present power levels which are still in the µW range around 
1 THz  [8–13]. State of the art photomixers i.e. uni-travelling 
carrier photodiodes or photoconductors using sub-picosecond 
lifetime photoconductive materials, have indeed carrier-
transport related bandwidth below 500 GHz resulting in a low 
efficiency at THz frequencies  [14],  [15]. In addition, THz 
operation requires sub-picosecond RC time constants and 
sub-10 fF electrical capacitances bringing with them 
restricted device sizes (<50 µm2) leading to limited power 
dissipation capabilities (<~50 mW) and saturation 
photocurrents (~10 mA). The most direct way to achieve 
higher output THz powers is to increase their size beyond a 
level (>1000 µm2) enabling watt level pump powers easily 
available by using commercial NIR laser and amplifiers at 
wavelengths in the range 780 nm -1550 nm. Travelling wave 
(TW) structures aimed at converting laser beams with time 
dependent intensities into RF or THz waves have been 
proposed theoretically many years ago as an alternative to 
lumped-element photodetectors to obtain large active 
area/volume devices while keeping large electrical 
bandwidths  [16,17]. In this architecture, TW (photo)currents 
are induced in a metallic THz waveguide (rectangular 
waveguide  [16] and coplanar waveguide  [17]) thanks to  a 
monolithically-integrated photoconductor illuminated by a 
light beam propagating in the same direction as the THz 
waves. The frequency response of a TW photomixer does not 
depend on its electrical capacitance but on the phase matching 
between the optical pump and the THz waves generated along 
the structure. Ever since this architecture was considered, 
numerous structures have been proposed to take advantage of 
their intrinsic large power capabilities to develop high power 
and high speed photodetectors for high data rate optical 
communications and naturally for the generation of THz 
waves  [18–24]. As shown in Fig. 1, these devices were based 
on standard III-V semiconductor optical waveguides coupled 
to PIN or MSM photodetector structures whose metallic 
contact electrodes define also a microwave coplanar 
waveguide (CPW). This design leads to a large mismatch 
between the group index of the optical mode (ng~3.3 in III-V 
semiconductors) and the phase index of the CPW 
fundamental propagation mode (ng~2.7). Furthermore, doped 
layers (PIN) and reduced inter electrode spacing required for 
the embedded photoconductor lead to propagation losses 
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often larger than 10 dB/mm beyond 100 GHz  [23]. In 
addition, it is well known that CPW on bulk substrate suffer 
from radiation losses increasing as the frequency cubed 
avoiding any practical use of this waveguide for length >100 
µm at frequency above 1 THz  [25]. This explained mostly 
why the active length of these photodetectors, with the 
exception of that one studied in  [19], equal to the optical 
absorption length is often lower than 50  µm. In the frequency 
range considered (< 500 GHz), these photoconductors are not 
really distributed and their limited size avoid any significant 
increase of their power dissipation and saturation 
photocurrent capabilities.  

	
Fig. 1. Travelling wave photodetectors architectures: a) previous art and 
b) proposed structure. 

 
In  [19], the authors take advantage of the n-doped contact layer of 
the PIN junction to design a slow wave waveguide (n~3), mixed 
between a CPW and a microstrip waveguide. However, the 
thickness of the intrinsic semiconductor layer (1.2 µm) used in the 
PIN structure leads to a cut-off frequency related to the electron 
transit time not compatible with THz operation. A cut-off frequency 
below 5 GHz has been measured on a 1.25-mm-long device. Again, 
there is no convincing evidence of travelling wave operation here 
since the frequency response of this device has been characterized 
only up to 10 GHz. As a matter of fact, the only TW photodetectors 
showing very promising results as THz photomixers were based on 
vertical illumination and not on integrated optical waveguide. The 
phase-matching was then achieved by tuning the incidences angles 
of the two free space laser beams [26]. Elliptical spots were thus 
needed limiting the active length at a value of approximately 200 
µm. In this work, we have designed, fabricated and characterized a 
new architecture of TW photomixer aimed at overcoming the 
limitations of the previous structures based on integrated optical 
guide, i.e., 1) the phase mismatch between the optical pump and the 
THz waves generated along the structure and 2) the propagation loss 
of the THz waveguide. It is based on a silicon nitride waveguide 
evanescently coupled to a membrane-supported low-temperature-
grown GaAs ultrafast photoconductor, whose contact electrodes 
serve also as metallic strips of a THz coplanar waveguide (see Fig. 
1b). We will present in the following parts, the design, fabrication 
and characterization of the device including its building blocks, i.e 
the optical waveguide based on a silicon nitride core and silicon 
oxide cladding deposited at low temperature (300 °C) and the LT-
GaAs membrane-supported CPW. 

II. TW PHOTOMIXER DESIGN PRINCIPLE 

A. Principle 
The THz waves produced along the photodetector due to the 
continuous absorption of the optical beating wave (beatnote angular 
frequency 𝜔" = 2𝜋𝑓")	interfere constructively if the phase 
velocity of the THz waves (𝑣*+ ) is equal to the group velocity of the 
optical wave (𝑣,-). This phase matching condition resembles in 
principle to the one existing in the THz sources based on difference 
frequency generation in nonlinear crystals [27].  

 
Fig. 2. Calculated cutoff frequency 𝑓./ (defined as the frequency of 3dB 
loss in output power due to phase mismatch) as a function of the 
difference between the effective group index of the optical pump and the 
effective phase index of the THz waves, Δ𝑛 = 2𝑛*+ − 𝑛,-2. Achieving 
𝑓./> 1 THz requires Δ𝑛 < 0.13. 
 

When perfect phase matching is not realized, it is shown in appendix 
A, by assuming a photocurrent generation constant along the device, 
that the output power (PTHz) available at the output of a TW 
photodetector of length 𝐿 has a cardinal sinus dependency on the 
frequency: 

𝑃;<= ∝ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐B C
𝜔"
2𝑐
D𝑛*+ − 𝑛,-E𝐿F (1) 

where c is the vacuum velocity of light, 𝑛*+  is the effective phase 
index (𝑛*+  = c/𝑣*+ ) of the THz wave and 𝑛,- (𝑛,-= c/𝑣,-) is the 
effective group index of the optical wave. From Eq. 1, for a given 
length L, it is possible to calculate a 3-dB-cutoff frequency related to 
the phase mismatch (𝑓∆*)	as a function of the effective index 
mismatch Δ𝑛 = 2𝑛*+ − 𝑛,-2. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that for a 
millimeter-long active area, Δ𝑛 < 0.13 is required to achieve 
𝑓∆* > 1	THz. If we keep in mind that, in addition, the propagation 
loss of the THz waveguide must be limited, this simple model shows 
that the phase-matching requirement is hard to fulfill in the case of a 
THz photomixer with millimeter long active area. Furthermore, it 
becomes obvious that the previous attempts using standard CPW 
waveguide coupled to semiconductor optical waveguide had little 
chance of success. In the following, we will show that our design 
based on a silicon nitride waveguide evanescently coupled to a 
membrane-supported low-temperature-grown GaAs ultrafast 
photoconductor, initially proposed some years ago by one of the 
authors of this study  [28], fulfills these requirements. 

B. Membrane-supported coplanar waveguide 
photodetector 
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Fig. 3. a) Schematic of the proposed device b) THz propagation loss and c) effective 
index of the CPW odd-mode as a function of frequency with central strip width wstrip 

= 6, 12 and 18 µm, wground = 6 µm, wm =+∞, wslot =2 µm, hLT-GaAs = 700 nm, hSiO2b = 
795 nm, hSiO2t = 520 nm, tAu = 600 nm. It is obtained by using finite element 
modelling software (Ansys HFSS). The propagation losses are dominated by the 
ohmic losses in the metallic strips (assuming gold conductivity 𝜎KL = 4.1	 ×
10OS/m) calculated using the high-frequency skin depth approximation. The other 
materials are considered as lossless. 

 
 First, it is well known that membrane-supported CPW (shown in 
Fig. 3a) have much lower propagation loss than CPW on bulk 
substrate in the THz frequencies range because of their negligible 
radiation losses and lower effective index [25] [29] [30]. As it is 
shown in Fig. 3b, the odd mode of a MS-CPW with a slot width wslot 

= 2 µm exhibits propagation losses (calculated by 2D finite element 
method using Ansys HFSS software) dominated by ohmic losses 
(~P𝑓 ), which can be lower than 6 dB/mm at 1 THz. These 
theoretical results, which are well in agreement with experimental 
results (as it will be shown in the next part), show that we can expect 
a ~3-dB-power penalty for a 1-mm-long photomixer operating at ~1 
THz. More importantly, the phase index of the fundamental mode 
of the CPW can be easily tuned to values lower than 𝑛*+ =2 (as 
shown in Fig 3c), close to the expected group index of a Si3N4/SiO2 
optical waveguide. In the following, we have set its characteristic 
impedance (Zc) and slot width at Zc =50 Ω and wslot=2 µm. 
Obviously, the value of Zc has been chosen in this study to be 
compatible with on-wafer-measurement set-up but could be set to 
different values (10 Ω <Zc<500 Ω) if the photomixer was coupled to 
THz antennas. As for wslot = 2 µm, this value is the result of a trade-
off between the propagation loss which increases and the 
photoresponse which decreases (as shown in the following) with w. 
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the state of the art THz 
photomixers based on interdigitated electrodes patterned on LT-
GaAs layers use 1.8-µm-interelectrode-spacing  [12]. 

C. Thermal management 

 
Fig. 4. Thermal model of travelling wave photomixer 

 

 GaAs membranes are widely used in the last stages of Schottky 
based THz multipliers and mixers  [4] where the dissipated power is 
low (~mW) and the thermal management is not an issue. It is not the 
case here, where heating power density (joule heating and optical 
absorption) around 2 W per millimeter is expected. By assuming 
that the silicon bulk remains at room temperature, a thermal 
resistance per unit length 𝑅+ST  (see Fig. 4) not greater than 100 
K/(W.m) is thus mandatory to achieve a maximum working 
temperature Td ~100 °C. A very loose estimation of 𝑅+ST  can be done 
by using a 1D model and by neglecting any thermal boundary 
(𝜎U;VWXKY+S = 25 W/(m·K),	𝜎KL+S = 317 W/(m·K))  [31] and the 
contribution of any bonding layer since direct GaAs/Si wafer 
bonding techniques have been already demonstrated [32] and could 
be eventually used to fabricate the device proposed here. By using 
dimensions given in Fig. 3a, it can be shown that 𝑅+ST <100 K/(W.m) 
as long as the difference between the membrane width (wm) and the 
total width of the CPW (ws) 𝛿𝑤 < 2.5 µm. This result stems from 
the much better thermal conductance of the gold layer as compared 
with that of the LT-GaAs layer. This simple thermal model shows 
that a mm-long device can handle the watt power level only if 
membranes with limited widths are available. We will describe later 
the technological process allowing us to obtained membranes with 
transverse dimensions wm < 100 µm, suitable for our application.  

D. Optical waveguide 

 
 
Fig. 5 a) Schematic of the SiO2/Si3N4 IR waveguide b) optical absorption in the LT-
GaAs and c) group index of the fundamental TE mode at l=780 nm as a function of 
the core width w, wground = 6 µm, hSiO2b = 795 nm, hSiO2t = 520 nm. It is obtained by using 
a finite difference time domain method (using Lumerical software). Optical attenuation 
is linked to interband absorption in the LT-GaAs layer since the other materials are 
considered as lossless. Here the optical index used are nSi02=1.45, nSi3N4=1.45 and nLT-GaAs 

= 3.70+0.09j  [32]. 
 
The optical waveguide is described in Fig.5a. It consists of a 200-
nm-thick silicon nitride core embedded in silicon oxide cladding 
laying on a LT-GaAs absorbing layer. The absorption in this latter 
is dependent on the overlap of the fundamental TE optical mode 
with the LT-GaAs layer and can be tuned by varying the width (w) 
of the silicon nitride core. In Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c are plotted the 
calculated group index and optical losses (only due to the absorption 
in the LT-GaAs layer here since the other media are assumed to be 
lossless) of the fundamental TE-mode as a function of the 
waveguide width (see Fig.5 caption for structure details). It can be 
seen that the core width can be tuned in order to have in principle a 
complete absorption of the optical input power within the 1-mm-
length of the proposed device and a group index close to the 
effective index of the CPW mode. Furthermore, we can take 
advantage of the dependence of the absorption in the LT-GaAs layer 
on the waveguide width to achieve a linear decrease of the optical 
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power along the device (instead of exponential) and avoid any 
power limitation due to a thermal failure at its very beginning (see 
appendix A).  

III. OPTOELECTRONICS MODEL 

	
 
Fig. 6. Schematic of the travelling wave photoconductor under study 

 
Optoelectronics modeling of the travelling wave photomixer 
is not dependent on the THz waveguide, therefore, for 
simplicity, we are going to carry out this model by studying 
the simplest version of a distributed photoconductor 
consisting of a coplanar strip waveguide patterned on a LT-
GaAs epitaxial layer as shown in Fig. 6. In this part, we have 
improved and adapted to our device the model developed in 
ref.  [19]. Furthermore, we have developed, in appendix A, a 
simple model allowing for a better understanding of the effect 
of the backwards photocurrent on the frequency response of 
a TW photomixer.   

A. Optical pump 
 
Let us consider the optical waveguide coupled slightly to the 
LT-GaAs layer as shown in Fig. 6, whose fundamental mode 
has a propagation constant along the z axis b(w) (see Fig. 6 
for details) and an absorption coefficient 𝛼-stemming from 
the absorption in the LT-GaAs layer. Let us assume two 
slightly detuned CW laser beams of angular frequency 𝜔_	and 
𝜔B  of same power (𝑃 /2) and polarization injected in the 
dielectric waveguide. This results in an optical power P(z,t) 
as detected by an ultrafast photodetector which can be 
expressed by [19]: 
 
𝑃(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑃 [1 + cos	(𝜔"𝑡 − (𝛽(𝜔_) − 𝛽(𝜔B))𝑧]𝑒Vmn= (2) 
Here, it is worth noting that the parts of the energy flow 
oscillating at angular frequency 𝜔_ +𝜔B	 (optical range) 
much larger than the photoconductor cut off frequency (in the 
THz range) is canceled because of the time averaging. By 
using a Taylor expansion of the optical mode dispersion 
characteristics b(w), we obtain: 

𝛽(𝜔_) − 𝛽(𝜔B) ≈
𝑑𝛽
𝑑𝜔 (𝜔_ − 𝜔B) (3) 

with qr
qs
= _

tun
(𝜔_ − 𝜔B) =

vun

w
𝜔". In the following, we set 

𝑘- = 𝑛,-𝜔"𝑐. The optical power in the guide can be finally 
expressed as follows: 
 

𝑃(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑃 [1 + cos	(𝜔"𝑡 − 𝑘-𝑧)]𝑒Vmn= (4) 
which can be split in two terms 𝑃(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑃qw(𝑧) + 𝑃_(𝑧, 𝑡) 
where 𝑃qw(𝑧) = 𝑃 𝑒Vmn=	and 𝑃_(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑃 cos	(𝜔"𝑡 −
𝑘-𝑧)𝑒Vmn=. The oscillating part at 𝜔", can be expressed in the 
phase vector notation: 

𝑃_(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑅𝑒(𝑃Xw(𝜔", 𝑧)𝑒ysz+) (5) 

with 𝑃Xw(𝜔", 𝑧) = 𝑃 𝑒Vmn=𝑒Vy{n=.  

B. Photocurrent source 
 
Now, if we consider a photoconductor consisting of two 
metallic bias electrodes patterned on a low-carrier lifetime 
photoconductive material of thickness t (carrier lifetime t, 
mobility µ, dc bias electric field magnitude Edc<<Es the 
saturation velocity electric field) separated from a distance w, 
we can easily evaluate the oscillating part of the maximum 
photocurrent 𝑑𝐼Xw(𝜔𝑏, 𝑧) generated between z and z + dz by 
using the basic photoconduction theory for carrier lifetime-
limited ultrafast photoconductors [33] [15]:  
 
𝑑𝐼Xw(𝜔", 𝑧) = − ~

ℏs
(|���(=�q=)|V|���(=)|)	

	P_�(sz�)�
�

	���	
𝑒Vy*𝑒Vy{n=  (6) 

where  𝜔 = s��s�
B

, 𝜑 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛V_(𝜔"	𝜏) and 𝜏+� = 𝑤/(µ𝐸qw)  
(assuming a 1D photoconductor), hence, by using a first order 
Taylor expansion, we obtain:  

𝑑𝐼Xw(𝜔", 𝑧)
𝑑𝑧

= −
𝑞
ℏ𝜔

1
P1 + (𝜔"𝜏)B	

𝑑|𝑃Xw(𝑧)|
	𝑑𝑧	

𝜏
	𝜏+�	

𝑒Vy*𝑒Vy{n= 
 

                     = 𝐴(𝜔")𝑒V�n= (7) 

with 𝐴 = 𝛼-	𝑃
~
ℏs

_
P_�(sz�)�

�
	���	

𝑒Vy* and 𝛾- = 𝑗𝑘- + 𝛼- . 

Furthermore, it is known from the small signal electrical 
model of a photomixing source  [34] that this photocurrent 
source has an internal admittance G0 dz expressed as follows: 
 

𝐺`𝑑𝑧»−
𝑞
ℏ𝜔

µ𝜏
𝑤B		 (𝑃qw

(𝑧 + 𝑑𝑧) − 𝑃qw(𝑧)	) (8) 

Hence, the internal admittance per unit length is: 
 

𝐺`»−
𝑞
ℏ𝜔

µ𝜏
𝑤B		

𝑑𝑃qw
	𝑑𝑧	 	≈ 𝛼-𝑃

𝑞
ℏ𝜔

µ𝜏
𝑤B		 𝑒

Vmn= (9) 

 

C. Distributed equivalent circuit model 

	
Fig. 7. Equivalent transmission line modelling a photomixer 

 
A TW photomixer can be modeled as a standard transmission 
line having a distributed photocurrent source q���

q=
 of internal 

admittance per unit length G0 calculated in the previous 
section (see Fig. 7). Assuming voltage waves of the form 
𝑉Y(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑅𝑒(𝑉(𝑧)𝑒ysz+), it can be found that 𝑉(𝑧) is a 
solution of the differential equation  [19]: 
 

𝑑B𝑉
𝑑𝑧B = 𝑉(𝑧) × 𝑍(𝑌 + 𝐺`) + 𝑍

𝑑𝐼Xw
𝑑𝑧  (10) 

where 𝑍 = 𝑅 + 𝑗𝐿𝜔" and 𝑌 = 𝐺 + 𝑗𝐶𝜔". Here, Z and Y are 
related to the THz waveguide without any source (see 

i(z)

V(z) V(z+dz)Cdz Gdz

i(z+dz)
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Ldz Rdz

G0dz
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appendix B). Here, G~0 since propagation losses related to 
the dielectric loss and free carrier absorption are negligible in 
the LT-GaAs. We assume than G0 is much smaller than Y, we 
obtain finally the standard telegrapher’s differential equation 
with a current source term: 

𝑑B𝑉
𝑑𝑧B − 𝛾+

B𝑉(𝑧) = +𝑍𝐴𝑒V�n= (11) 

with 𝛾+ = √𝑍𝑌 = 	𝑗𝑘+ + 𝛼+/2. 
 

TABLE I 
NUMERICAL VALUES USED IN THE OPTOELECTRONICS MODEL 

Symbol Quantity Value 

L Photomixer length 1 mm 
w electrode spacing 2 µm 
t carrier lifetime  0.5 ps 

vs Saturation velocity 8´106 cm/s [35] 
Es Saturation field ~50 kV/cm 
µ carrier mobility ~200 cm2/(V.s)  [36] 
ℏ𝝎 photon energy 1.58 eV (l=780 nm)   
ao absorption coefficient 2.3 mm-1 (10 dB/mm) 
Zc Characteristic Impedance 50 Ohm 
𝑛*+  THz effective mode index  1.8 

 

 
By using the typical values shown in Table 1, we should 
obtain at an optical power P0 = 2 W which should be handled 
by a 1 mm-long TW photomixer a maximum internal 
admittance, G0 = 7.3 S/m and a maximum photocurrent per 
unit length  𝑑𝐼Xw 𝑑𝑧⁄  = 58.2 A/m. The capacitance and 
inductance of a THz waveguide of 𝑛*;<=and Zc given in Table 
1 are L = 0.3 µH/m, C = 120 pF/m. It shows that |𝑌| =
|𝑗𝐶𝜔"| > 10𝐺` as soon as 𝑓" ≈ 100 GHz. The solutions of 
(11) are: 

𝑉(𝑧) = 𝑉_𝑒V��= + 𝑉B𝑒��= +
𝑍𝐴

𝛾-B − 𝛾+B
𝑒V�n= (12) 

𝐼(𝑧) =
𝑉_
𝑍w
𝑒V��= −

𝑉B
𝑍w
𝑒��= +

𝛾-𝑍𝐴
𝛾-B − 𝛾+B

𝑒V�n= (13) 

where V1 and V2 are integration constants given by the 
boundary conditions. As it will be shown in the next section, 
the boundary conditions in our device will be an open circuit 
input termination and a match load output, i.e.: 𝐼(0) = 0 and 
𝑉(𝐿) 𝐼(𝐿)⁄ = 𝑍w. Once the V(z) is calculated by using (12), 
(13) and the boundary conditions given above, the THz 
output power delivered to a load of impedance 𝑍T is calculated 
by: 

𝑃;<= =
1
2𝑅𝑒(

1
𝑍T
)|𝑉(𝐿)|B (14) 

In Fig.8 are plotted the THz output power as a function of 
frequency calculated by using this model when the optical 
power P0 = 2 W. Three different index differences Δ𝑛 =
2𝑛*+ − 𝑛,-2 have been considered here with  𝛼-=10 dB/mm: 
Δ𝑛=0, 0.13 and 0.2. For comparison, we have also plotted the 
first two Δ𝑛 values when 𝛼- increases along the device so that 
the optical power decreases linearly, i.e. dP0/dz is constant. 
The other parameters used in the simulation are given in 
Table 1 and the device input termination is an open circuit. It 
can be seen that for perfect phase matching, output powers 
reaching 200 µW at 1 THz and 3 µW at 4 THz are expected 
with this device. However, it is obvious that if the optical 
pump is absorbed in the device according an exponential law, 
it will hamper the optical power handling capabilities of the 
device. We have also plotted in Fig. 8 the results obtained 

when the optical pump decreases linearly along the 
waveguide (see Appendix A for further details): 
 

−
𝑑|𝑃Xw(𝑧)|

𝑑𝑧 =
𝑃
𝐿  (15) 

 

	
Fig. 8.  Theoretical THz power as a function of the beating frequency provided to a 50 
Ohm load by a 1-mm-long TW photomixer pumped by an optical beatnote of power 
P0=2 W. The average photocurrent is Idc =22.5 mA. Inset: Closeup showing the low 
frequency part of the plot where happens the 6-dB-roll-off related to the large phase-
mismatch experienced by the backward photocurrent waves (half the total photocurrent, 
see Annexe A). It can be seen as the signature of a travelling wave behavior. 
 

	
Fig. 9. Theoretical power provided by lossless 1-mm-long TW photomixer (𝛼+ =
0)	normalized to the power provided by a perfect (no RC cut off frequency) 
lumped device PTHz /Pld. Here is assumed a linear absorption of the optical power. 
In the inset are shown the analytic expression of 𝑓+_, 𝑓+B as demonstrated in 
appendix B. 

 
In this case, the expected power level is very similar. 
Practically, the optical waveguide width will be designed so 
that 𝛼-(𝑧) decreases when z increases. We can point out that 
when Δ𝑛 =0.13, we find effectively the 3-dB-power penalty 
previously calculated using the simplified model presented in 
Appendix B. Furthermore as previously seen in  [19] and as 
shown in the inset of Fig. 8, the travelling wave signature of 
a photodetector is a 6 dB loss in the frequency response at 
“low” frequency as compared with a lumped device 
photomixer at equal photocurrent. It occurs when the 
contribution of the backward photocurrents is canceled 
because of the large phase-mismatch with the input optical 
wave. We have shown in Fig. 9 the frequency dependence of 
the THz power provided by a lossless (𝛼+ = 0)	1-mm-long 
TW photomixer normalized to the power provided by a 
hypothetical lumped device (size<<lt) at equal photocurrent 
level. We have also shown the two first frequencies 𝑓+_, 𝑓+B at 
which the 6 dB-power penalty occurs, which can be 
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calculated analytically and are inversely proportional to 
𝐿(𝑛,- + 𝑛*+ ) (see Appendix B and Fig.9 for further details). A 
photoconductor working in a TW regime should thus exhibit 
a frequency response presenting a 6-dB roll-off at frequencies 
close to 𝑓+_, 𝑓+B followed by a plateau-like response. We will 
see in the next part that the TW photomixers characterized in 
this study present clearly this TW-like frequency response 
unlike the previous attempts.  

IV. FABRICATION 

	
Fig. 10.  Schematic of the whole device including the grating coupler and the MMI 
coupler aimed at pumping equally the two slots of the CPW. 
 

	
Fig. 11. SEM picture of the entire device including the grating coupler and the 50/50 
MMI coupler allowing for pumping the two-slots TW photomixer.	

 

A. Low temperature fabrication process of Si3N4/SiO2 
optical waveguides 
 
The entire device, as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, besides 
the LT-GaAs membrane-supported TW photomixer, consists 
of a grating coupler and a 50/50 MMI coupler  [37] in order 
to pump equally each slot of the CPW. The watt-level optical 
power considered in the previous part is indeed not 
compatible with the standard butt coupling through a cleaved 
facet used to couple the light coming from a SM optical fiber 
to a TW photodetector as it was done in the previous attempts 
using semiconductor-based optical guides. Grating couplers, 
widely studied in recent years  [38] [39], are obviously more 
suitable to high pump power devices. We have developed an 
optical waveguide platform for visible and infrared 
wavelengths using Si3N4/SiO2 layers deposited at low 
temperature (~300 °C) compatible with III-V semiconductors 
by using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 
(PECVD) technique with optimized process parameters  [40]. 
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 10, a thin gold layer (70 nm) 
is sandwiched between the semiconductor and the dielectric 
optical waveguide to obtain a high efficiency grating coupler 
(by using the gold layer as reflecting mirror) and to avoid 
optical absorption in the semiconductor layer until the 
beginning of the active device. We have measured, on optical 
waveguides fabricated by using this fabrication process, 

propagation losses around 0.5 dB/mm and coupling loss 
CL~3 dB at a wavelength l=780 nm  [41]. It is worth noting 
that the coupling loss is not optimized since theoretical 
calculations predict CL~1 dB. In addition, propagation losses 
are compatible with our application since the distance 
between the grating coupler and the beginning of the device 
is smaller than 0.5 mm (as shown Fig11). Last, the 50/50 
MMI coupler, optimized by using a 3D finite difference beam 
propagation method  [42] shows very encouraging 
experimental insertion loss IL~3.5 dB on each output branch.  

B. LT-GaAs narrow membrane fabrication 

	
Fig. 12.  Schematic of the narrow LT-GaAs membrane fabrication process. BCB layer 
thickness: 200 nm.	
 
Narrow (<100 µm) LT-GaAs membrane have been fabricated 
thanks to the process described in Fig.12. In a first step, a 
layer transfer process using a 200-nm-thick-
benzocyclobutene (BCB) polymer layer is used to bond the 
LT-GaAs layer on a high-resistivity silicon wafer [43]. Then, 
narrow LT-GaAs membranes are patterned by etching the 
silicon wafer (thickness~200µm) by means of Bosch process 
deep reactive ion etching (see  [44] for example). In Fig 13 is 
shown a SEM view of a cross section of 45-µm-wide LT-
GaAs membrane-supported photomixer including the optical 
waveguide patterned within the CPW slots. It is worth noting 
that the additional thermal resistance due to the additional 
BCB layer is assumed to be negligible since the low thermal 
conductivity (𝜎���+S = 0.3 W·mV_·KV_ [45]) of BCB is 
mitigated by the sub-micrometer layer thickness, which could 
be further reduced, if needed, by optimizing the fabrication 
process. 
 

	
Fig. 13. SEM view of a FIB-cut cross section of the membrane-supported TW 
photomixer.	

 

V. CARACTERIZATION 

A. LT-GaAs membrane-supported CPW 
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On-wafer-characterization of the THz waveguides has been 
performed up to 750 GHz by using a vector network analyser 
with five different frequency extenders and coplanar probes. 
We extracted waveguide propagation constants from 
scattering matrix measurements performed on waveguides 
with different lengths [46] to mitigate the errors induced 
during the calibration process by the use of impedance 
standard substrates (3 different substrates depending of the 
frequency bands) provided by the probes suppliers instead of 
on-wafer standards. We present in the left panel of Fig 14 the 
experimental attenuation coefficients of a 1-µm-thick 
membrane-supported CPW. It can be noticed a rather good 
agreement with the theoretical results obtained by FEM 
modelling (assuming an infinitely wide membrane). 
However, the surface impedance approximation used in the 
FEM model gives only a rough estimation of ohmic losses 
which dominate the propagation losses of the membrane 
supported CPW since the radiation losses are almost 
canceled. We have also plotted in Fig 14, theoretical ohmic 
losses obtained by using a quasi-TEM model of coplanar 
waveguides developed by Heinrich [47]. This model assumes 
an infinitely thick substrate and we mimicked a membrane-
supported CPW by setting the dielectric constant of the 
substrate 𝜖� so that the quasi-TEM effective dielectric 
constant of the CPW TEM mode 𝑛*+ 	is close to that obtain by 
the FEM model (𝑛*+ ≈ 2). In the quasi-static limit, the 
effective index 𝑛*+  of a CPW patterned on a substrate of 
dielectric constant 𝜖� is given by 𝑛*+ 2 =(𝜖�+1)/2, thereby if 
𝑛*+  =2, 𝜖� =7.	It can be noticed a very good agreement of the 
propagation loss given by this model with the experimental 
ones at least from 1 to 500 GHz. 
 

	
Fig. 14 THz attenuation 𝛼+and effective index 𝑛*+ , as function of frequency on a 
LT-GaAs membrane-supported CPW without optical waveguide. Geometrical 
parameters: wm.=40 and 60 µm, wstrip=6 µm, wground=10 µm, and wslot=2 µm. 
Theoretical values have been obtained by FEM modelling (see inset of Fig. 3 for 
further details) and by using a quasi_TEM model [47]. Experimental values have 
been obtained by using scattering parameters measurements on CPW of two 
different lengths L1=1 mm and L2=4 mm [46].	

 
The 40 µm-width membrane show similar attenuation 
coefficient as the 60µm-width, around 5.5 dB/ mm at 750 
GHz, values still acceptable for a 1-mm-length TW 
photomixer.  Regarding the effective index 𝑛*+  plotted in the 
right panel of Fig. 14, which is extracted from phase 
measurements, extremely sensitive to exact probes distances 
and calibration, experimental values are clearly less reliable 
at frequency greater than 300 GHz. At higher frequency, we 
can estimate by comparison with experimental results 
obtained at lower frequency and also with simulations that the 
error in phase measurement results in a relative error in the 
determination of the effective index  ∆𝑛*+ 𝑛*+¡ ≈ ±3%. 
Though, we can still conclude that effective index well below 
𝑛*+ =1.9 are achievable with this technology but also that 
narrower membranes exhibit higher effective index which 

can be explained by a slight overlap of the CPW mode and 
the silicon substrate. 
 

B. 1-mm-long TW photomixer: frequency response 

	
Fig. 15: Theoretical (line) and experimental (symbols) electrical response of 
a 1-mm-long TW photomixer at 10 V bias and an optical power P0=0.4 W 
resulting in a dc photocurrent Idc=0.5 mA. The theoretical values are obtained 
by using the model presented previously assuming 𝑛,- = 1.8 and 𝛼- = 10 
dB/mm whereas the other input parameters have been measured (𝑛*+ ≈ 2, 
Zc≈ 50 ohm, t ≈ 0.5 ps, etc.). However A(w=0) is calculated from Idc. In 
dash line is also plotted the theoretical output power assuming a front side 
illumination (obtained by using our model with 𝑛*+ = 0). 
 
On-wafer electrical characterization of a 1 mm-long-TW 
photomixer has been performed up to 100 GHz by using a 
780-nm Toptica TeraScan system and a Toptica 780-nm SOA 
amplifier. The device is illuminated by the optical beatnote 
through a cleaved-fiber and the output power is collected by 
using a coaxial-coplanar probe and sent to a thermal power 
sensor (R&S®NRP-Z58). Fig. 15 shows the frequency 
response of the device up to 100 GHz. First of all, it should 
be noticed that the output power is very low despite a very 
large optical pump (maximum P0 =400 mW, limited by our 
set-up) due to a very low photoresponse (S=1.25 mA/W) and 
dc photocurrent (Idc=0.5 mA) on this sample which is likely 
to be related to technological issues which could be easily 
resolved in future fabrication runs. A photoresponse S =13 
mA/W has been indeed measured on TW photomixers aimed 
at dc measurements (with only one slot instead of two slots) 
which is comparable to the photoresponse obtained on planar 
photoconductor based on LT-GaAs [12]. However, the 
experimental frequency response reveals clearly a transition 
between a lumped-element and a traveling behavior around 
50 GHz, as expected in our simplified model. We have also 
plotted the theoretical response using the model developed in 
this study which is in good agreement with the experience. 
Lastly, the theoretical frequency response in the case of a 
front side illumination is shown in order to spotlight the 
deleterious effect of the phase mismatch between optical and 
THz waves for large size photomixers. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
A TW photomixer based on a Si3N4/SiO2 optical waveguide 
coupled to LT-GaAs membrane-supported CPW has been 
designed, fabricated and characterized. This topology, by 
allowing for a quasi-perfect phase matching between the 
optical pump and the emitted THz waves opens the way to 
photomixing sources with mW power level below 1 THz and 
µW power level up to 4 THz. In this study, a genuine 
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travelling-wave behavior has been demonstrated as a first 
step toward photomixers with unprecedented performance. 
Recent promising optimization of the absorption of 1550-nm 
light in LT-GaAs [48] give us hope that this concept could be  
also promising to develop TW photomixers pumped by low-
cost and powerful 1550-nm fiber lasers and amplifiers. 
 

APPENDIX A: DESIGN OF THE OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE TO 
ACHIEVE A LINEAR DECREASE OF THE OPTICAL POWER 
 

 
Fig. A1.  Calculation by means of 3D beam propagation method of the optical power 
carried by the fundamental TE mode (as described in Fig. 5.a) with a varying width w(z) 
as given in Eq. A5. Inset: Square of the electric field strength times the optical index 
after propagation lengths of 80 µm and 950 µm. We can notice that, thanks to the 
different waveguide’s widths, the amplitude of the stationary waves in the GaAs have 
values quite similar in both cases resulting in a similar linear absorption.  
 
A linear decrease of the optical power along the waveguide P(z) is 
thus given, in the case of a photoconductor of length (L) pumped by 
an input optical power 𝑃 , by: 
 

𝑃(𝑧) = 𝑃 (1 −
𝑧
𝐿) (A1) 

 
In order to design this linear decrease, one possible way is to find a 
position-dependent absorption coefficient α(z) such as:  
 

𝑃 §1 −
𝑧
𝐿¨ = 𝑃 𝑒Vm(=)= (A2) 

 
Thereby,  

𝛼(𝑧) = −
1
𝑧 𝑙𝑛	(1 −

𝑧
𝐿) 

(A3) 

 
By using the dependency of the absorption in the GaAs on the width 
of the waveguide (w), which can be approximated (by using the data 
shown in Fig. 5b) by: 
 

𝑤(|𝛼|) = 𝐴𝑒V
|m|
+� + 𝐴` (A4) 

 
with w, A, A0 given in nm and  |𝛼|	in	dB/mm. The best fit is 
obtained by setting A=272.5 nm, A0 =156.5 nm and t1=7.5 dB/mm. 
By using the two last equations, we obtain w(z): 
 

𝑤(𝑧) = 𝐴𝑒V
_`T-,	(¯)

+�U + 𝐴` (A5) 
We show in Fig. A1 the optical power 𝑃(𝑧) calculated by using a 
3D finite difference beam propagation method  [42] for a waveguide 
width w(z) as defined above and after optimization (A0 =86.5 nm 
instead of 156.5 nm). The near perfect linear decrease of the optical 

power in the latter case obtained by a 3D simulation method shows 
the validity of our semi-analytic method and that photoconductors 
with watt level input power is feasible. 
 

APPENDIX B: SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF THE TRAVELLING WAVE 
PHOTOMIXER 
In this model, we study a travelling wave photomixer based 
on a coplanar waveguide of length 𝐿 and characteristic 
impedance 𝑍w. We assume that the absorption coefficient of 
the optical waveguide is a function of z, 𝛼-(𝑧)	such as the 
photocurrent amplitude generated along the path of the 
optical beam is constant along the photodetector: 
 

−
𝑑|𝑃Xw(𝑧)|

𝑑𝑧 =
𝑃
𝐿  (B1) 

Hence, the THz current created in 𝑧 is: 
 

𝑑𝐼Xw(𝑧)=𝐽𝑒Vy{n=𝑑𝑧    (B2) 

where 𝐽 = −�±
U

~
ℏs

_
P_�(sz�)�

�
	���	

𝑒Vy* is homogeneous to a 

current per unit length. In addition, let us assume that the 
device is closed at its both ends with a perfect match resistor 
(𝑅 = 𝑍w). If we are focused on the power dissipated only in 
the output resistor, we can consider only the forward waves 
at the output of the device (𝑧 = 𝐿). The forward THz current 
created in 𝑧`, _

B
𝑑𝐼Xw(𝑧)	travels without loss, on the CPW 

guide at a phase velocity 𝑣*+ = 𝑐 𝑛*+⁄ 	and a wavelength 
number 𝑘;<=	and give a contribution to the total output 
current 𝑑𝐼Xw_U(𝑧):  
 

𝑑𝐼Xw_U(𝑧) =
1
2𝑑𝐼Xw

(𝑧)𝑒Vy{�(UV=) (B3) 

 
the total current at the output  𝐼+-+XT is: 
 

𝐼+-+XT = ³𝑑𝐼Xw_U(𝑧)
U

`

=
1
2 𝐽𝑒

Vy{�U ³ 𝑒y.{	=𝑑𝑧
U

`

  

	=
1
2 𝐿𝐽𝑒

Vy{�U𝑒VyU∆{/B
sin 𝐿∆𝑘/2
𝐿∆𝑘/2  (B4) 

with Δ𝑘 ≡ 𝑘+ − 𝑘- = 𝜔" 𝑐⁄ (𝑛,+ − 𝑛*- ). The THz output 
power 𝑃;<=  delivered to the load 𝑍w is then given by 𝑃;<= =
1 2⁄ 𝑍w|𝐼+-+XT|B whose maximum 𝑃µ¶ = 1 8⁄ 𝑍w|𝐿𝐽|B is 
obtained when Δ𝑘=0. It is worth noting that only a quarter (-
6 dB) of the power obtained with a lumped device exhibiting 
the same dc-photocurrent 𝑃Tq = 1 2⁄ 𝑍w|𝐿𝐽|B. Furthermore, 
the loss induced by the phase mismatch 𝐿.*is thus identical 
to the one experienced in THz emission based on non-linear 
process: 
 

𝐿.* =
𝑃;<=
𝑃µ¶

= ·
sin𝐿∆𝑘/2
𝐿∆𝑘/2

·
B

 (B5) 

Now, if we assume an open circuit at the device input 
(𝑍¸v¹L+ ≈ +∞), we have to add the effect of the backward 
photocurrent waves after they have been reflected at the 
input. The contribution of the photocurrent generated 
between z and z+dz to the total output becomes: 
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𝑑𝐼Xw_U(𝑧) =
1
2𝑑𝐼Xw

(𝑧)𝑒Vy{�(UV=) 								

+
1
2𝑑𝐼Xw

(𝑧)𝑒Vy{�(U�=) 

 
 

(B6) 

And the total current at the output 𝐼+-+XT is given by: 
 

𝐼+-+XT =
1
2𝐿𝐽𝑒

Vy{�U »𝑒yU∆{/B
sin 𝐿∆𝑘/2
𝐿∆𝑘/2

+ 𝑒VyU¼{/B
sin 𝐿Σ𝑘/2
𝐿Σ𝑘/2

¾ 

 
 

(B7) 

with Σ𝑘 ≡ 𝑘- + 𝑘+ =
sz
w
(𝑛,- + 𝑛*+ ). In order to help for the 

interpretation of the results obtained in Fig. 8, let us assume 
that 𝑛,- = 𝑛*+ ≈1.8 and thus ∆𝑘 ≈0 and Σ𝑘 ≈	3.6. The output 
power may now be expressed as follows: 
 

𝑃;<= =
1
4𝑃Tq

·1 + 𝑒VyU¼{/B
sin𝐿Σ𝑘/2
𝐿Σ𝑘/2

·
B

 (B8) 

This time, at 𝜔 ≈ 0,  𝑃;<= ≈ 𝑃Tq  and 𝑃;<= ≈ 1	 4⁄ 𝑃Tqwhen 
𝜔 → ∞ after some ripples, since the second term in (B8) 
becomes rapidly negligible when the frequency increases 
because of the huge phase mismatch of the backward wave 
with the optical pump. 𝑃;<=is equal to 1	 4⁄ 𝑃Tq as soon as the 
second term in (B8) is equal to unity. The two first 
intersection frequencies 𝑓+_, 𝑓+B   are obtained when 𝐿Σ𝑘 2⁄ ≈
1.84 and 𝐿Σ𝑘 2⁄ = 𝜋, respectively, i.e 𝑓_=49 GHz and 
𝑓B=83 GHz.  

APPENDIX C: THZ WAVEGUIDE WITHOUT SOURCE 
In this case, we find the standard telegrapher’s equation 
whose general solutions are voltage and current waves which 
are propagating on a transmission line are: 
 

𝑉(𝑧) = 𝑉_𝑒V��= + 𝑉B𝑒��= (C1) 

			𝐼(𝑧) =
𝑉_
𝑍w
𝑒V��= −

𝑉B
𝑍w
𝑒���= (C2) 

where 𝑍w = 	
À
��
= ÁÀ

Â
	. It can be easily shown, for the low-loss 

CPW studied here in which 𝑅 ≪ 𝐿𝜔"	and 𝐺 ≈ 0, that 𝑍w ≈
P𝐿 𝐶⁄ 	and 𝛾+=	𝑗𝜔"√𝐿𝐶 + 𝑅 2𝑍w⁄ . Furthermore, if we 
set	𝛾+ = 𝑗𝑘+ + 1/2𝛼+, it gives 𝑘+ ≈ 𝑗𝜔"√𝐿𝐶	and 𝑅 𝑍w⁄ ≈ 𝛼+ . 
The elementary components of the transmission line L,C and 
R are thus related to Zc, 𝑛*+ and 𝛼+ as follows: 
 

𝐶 ≈
𝑛*+

𝑐𝑍w
,						𝐿 ≈

𝑍w	𝑛*+

𝑐 , 						𝑅 ≈ 𝑍w𝛼+ (C3) 
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